
 

 

Тестові завдання  для  поточного контролю з предмету 

«Іноземна мова» 

 Спеціальність: 293 «Міжнародне право» 2 курс 

Test І. 

 Вживаючи ідіоми з  « mind” закінчіть друге речення 

так, щоб його зміст збігався зі змістом першого речення. 

1. Now I’ve got my results. I feel calm and relaxed. 

     Now I’ve got my results I have______________ . 

2. My brother can never decide what to do. 

     My brother can never ____________________ . 

3. Elizaberh was crazy with grief. 

     Elizaberh was _____________ with grief. 

4. Try not to form a definite decision too quickly. 

     Try to____________________. 

5. I don’t know whether to buy it or not. 

     I’m _______________about whether to buy it or not.  

 

Прочитай те текст та  виконайте завдання до нього: 

3-D is back! 



Although the filmed or photographic image has come a long 

way, it is still constrained by two dimensions – the height   and 

the width of the flat screen 1_____________. But humans do 

not see things in two dimensions. Because we have two eyes 

We see everything from two slightly different viewpoints. For 

us the real world is not flat, it has depth, in other words we see 

the world in three dimensions or 3- D. 

        For years film-makers have longed to be able to recreate 

that feeling of depth in movies but have been frustrated by the 

lack of technical progress. We would all now be watching 3-  

D films, even not on our own televisions, if camera technology  

had develop at the same rate as computers. In fact, the first 3- D 

system was developed in 1950s.If it _____________ more 

sophisticated it might have been  more popular, but the quality 

of the images was poor and audiences have to wear special 

glasses which were uncomfortable and could cause headaches. 

Now, developments in the field  of digital  imaging have made 

high quality 3 –D films a practical possibility,  at least in 

cinemas fitted with the latest state-of-the-art equipment. 

       In the last few years many movies 3 ___________ 3- D 

technology have appeared around the world. Some of the 

biggest  studios in Hollywood have begun to release  3-D 

versions of their hit films, including Disney’s Meet the 

Robinsons and  Journey 3-D, a spectacular  new version o Jules 

Verne’s Journey to the centre of the Earth, 

4______________Brendan   Fraser. The rock band U2 has made 

a film of their latest tour of South America called U2 3-D, 

5__________________on nine special cameras. More than 700 



US cinemas have invested in the technology and hundreds of 

other cinemas have 6_________ the equipment. 

       But the existing technology is not sufficient for everyone. 

James Cameron, 7_____________ is best known for directing 

Titanic, has actually made his own cameras for his latest film, 

Avatar. He  8_________ fed up waiting for the latest technology 

to be incorporated into cameras and insisted on 

9___________his own 3-D cameras for the film. If Avatar 

makes as  much money as the box office as Titanic did, then 3-D 

movies  10_____________ here to stay. 

Завдання до тексту: 

1) Прочитайте  текст та скажіть  про що ці назви та 

числа? 

1.James Cameron 

2. Journey 3-D 

3. U2 3D 

4. 700 

5. 1950s 

6. Meet the Robinson 

2) Виберіть правильний варіант для кожного пропуску у 

тексті. Іноді можливі дві опції. 

1. a) which on  it appears     b) on which it appears   c) which it 

appears on 

2. a) had been    b) was     c) would be 

3. a) which feature     b) featuring     c)  feachtured 



4. a)which stars    b)starred    c)starring 

5. a) recording     b)recored     c) which was recorded 

6. a) said to buy     b) promised to buy    c) promised buying 

7. a)that      b) who     c) whom 

8. a) told he had become   b)said he has become    c)said he had 

become 

9. a) making      b) to make     c) him to make 

10. a) would be    b) would have been    c)wiil be 

3).  Зробіть усний переказ  тексту. 
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